The Role of Vision and
Spatial Orientation in the
Maintenance of Posture
This article reviews and analyzes the role of vision and spatial orientation in maintaining posture and balance. The key issues that relate to
the development of postural control across the life span are discussed.
Use of vision as a critical source of information that specifies spatial
orientation in the environment is considered. We argue that the visual
system functions as part of the perception-action cycle as promoted in
ecological psychology by James Gibson. We compare and contrast
theory and evidence of both standard and ecological accounts of how
the visual system perceives the information and the findings relative to
the role of the retinal vision in processing and acting on information
related to motion. Changes in the ambient optical array (optical flow)
as a non-force field are compared with gravity-based perturbations
relative to the possible influence of the non-force field to changes in
the motor system. Finally, a summary of some of our own work is
presented, with comments about implications for further research and
possible applications to clinical practice. [Wade MG, Jones G. The role
of vision and spatial orientation in the maintenance of posture. Phys
Ther. 1997;77:619-628.1
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ndurance, power, and high levels of coordination and control are all necessary to execute
skilled behavior and are used in a complementary fashion to provide postural stability. The
reflexes that an organism possesses at birth provide a
short-term safety net that permits the acquisition of
nutrients and a limited and constrained connection to
the organism's new environment. Without some control
of posture, the organism cannot acquire the capacity to
optimally explore and interact with its environment.
Diminished or absent postural control can greatly disadvantage or threaten the very existence of the organism,
or limit its potential to a less-than-optimal level of
development. Postural stability is both the anchor and
the launching pad for much of the activity of the
organism. In humans, postural control provides stability,
exhibited in the form of balance in a variety of body
configurations (eg, seated, bipedal stance), whether
stationary, preparing to move, in motion, or preparing
to stop.
Earlier reviews of posture and balance by Will i a m s l ( p ~ 2 ~ ~separated
- 2 ~ ~ ) what is sometimes called "static balance" from "dynamic balance." In a rather simplistic fashion, balance has traditionally been measured
either by an individual's stationary position in quiet
upright stance (static balance) or by tasks such as
locomoting across a balance beam or walking a tightrope
(dynamic balance). We view this dichotomy as artificial
because it affords few interesting theoretical or practical
insights. Instead, we argue that just as the development
of postural stability can be defined as a continuum
between early infant reflex activity and the maturing
human's infinite number of voluntary motor activities,
so should assessment of balance and posture be viewed
across a continuum from static to dynamic balance,
based on context.
Our present task is to describe the role of vision in the
control of balance and postural stability. First, we consider critical factors in the role of posture and balance
from a life-span developmental perspective, both as an
important attribute of the developing organism and as
the changes that emerge as a function of age. Second, we
discuss the role of posture and balance in a changing
environment and then review the way in which vision
contributes to posture and balance in the context of
what we term the "triad" of posture and locomotionnamely, the somatosensory, vestibular, and visual sys-

tems. We argue that of this triad, the visual system is the
least well understood and has been the recipient of the
least inquiry, compared with the extensive literature on
the somatosensory and vestibular systems. Third, we
discuss how perceptual systems derive spatial orientation, and we determine how crucial this derivation is
with respect to the acquisition of information for postural control and balance. We extend this discussion
further by reviewing competing theories of vision and
posture.
We contrast the traditional model of a neurologically
based system that is essentially computational, viewing
the nervous system as a controller of the musculoskeletal
system, with another viewqhat posits that information
for the coordination of control and movement is directly
perceived. This latter perspective views posture and
balance as managed by an integrated musculoskeletal
system that is heterarchical (shared) rather than hierarchical and advances the theoretical ideas of perception
proposed by the late James Gibson.S4Finally, we present,
in summary form, data from our own laboratory on the
development and maintenance of posture in younger
and older adults and individuals with disabilities.
We will use the data from our laboratory to illustrate an
overarching framework that seeks a more ecologically
valid understanding of the role of the visual system in the
control of posture and to argue aggressively for viewing
the perceptual systems as the link between the environment and the active organism. With this perspective in
mind, we will conclude with some comments regarding
implications and possibilities for clinical practice.

Critical Factors in the Development of Posture
Postural stability is essential in the everyday activities
involved in leading an independent lifestyle. Early and
late in life, postural stability is of great concern because
postural problems often result in injuries, especially
among elderly persons, and in the expense of care and
rehabilitation. Postural stability is modulated by postural
control, which is exhibited in the form of postural
adjustment^."^ These adjustments can occur prior to
(anticipatory adjustments) or during (associated adjustments) voluntary movement and are thought to minimize the displacement of the center of gravity caused by
voluntary movement5 and also to affect voluntary movement directly.".' Thus, postural control is dependent, to
a large degree, on the goal of the voluntary movement
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and on the contextual setting8 or environment in which
it takes place. Bipedal upright stance and movement are
inherently unstable, with about two thirds of the body's
mass positioned over the lower extremitiesg Although
this body configuration facilitates actions such as reaching, grasping, and seeing, there are potential drawbacks,
such as falling, especially for older individuals who are
slower to react to rapid unexpected body perturbations. l0 This may be a factor in the changes in voluntary
movement: strategies that occur with aging, which can be
characterized as slower, stiffer movements, with a wider
base of support. For example, elderly persons often
reach for objects with one hand while firmly grasping an
external support such as a countertop with the other
hand. Another example occurs when an elderly person
climbs stairs, using a handrail for postural support.
At the other end of the life span, infants who are
afforded postural stability and support from "walkers" or
parents can produce voluntary movements that would
not be possible on their own. Despite the differences in
behaviors between infants and elderly persons, one
common link is that behavior tends to emerge from
intrinsic and extrinsic resources available to an individual. Thus, more often than not, decrements in one
component of behavior do not linearly map onto a
corresponding decrement in overall behavior. There is a
certain degree of exploration that occurs, resulting in a
compensation for the decrement. For instance, in infant
development, independent upright stance requires adequate musculoskeletal development, which emerges at
approximately 12 to 14 months of age.lL Although
infants attempt to explore their environments (crawling
and sitting), independent behavior is constrained by the
development.
rate of m~~sculoskeletal
Numerous studies of postural stability have focused on
static, discrete postural tasks such as upright stance12-14;
however, postural control is also a continuous process
that demands responses to a constantly changing environment. Whether postural studies of discrete actions
relate to real-world events is sometimes questionable.
This is not to say that discrete postural tasks are not
useful in developing an understanding of typical and
atypical response characteristics, but rather that behavior, expressed via more natural movements, represents
adaptive coordinative responses, most based in the context of continuous environmental, biological, and task
constraints. Postural control, in our view, should therefore be considered on a continuum between stationary
posture and movements. Furthermore, we suggest that
this is a more valid approach to studying postural
stability, and it can provide greater insight into the
processes by which people manipulate and respond to
their environments during goal-directed behaviors.

The Relationship Between Posture and
Voluntary Movement
The relationship between posture and movement is an
inclusive subset of a larger set of relationships between
perception and action. Not only do actions within an
environment lead to increases in perception, perception
in turn leads to knowledge of potential behaviors within
For example,
the environment (ie, affordance~).~
exploratory behavior within an environment, such as a
child playing with a new toy, produces sensory stimulation that is textured by the dynamics of the actionenvironment cycle and that results in movement modifications based on this feedback.15J6 Given that the
action-perception cycle is critical to the organismenvironment interaction, Stoffregen and Riccio17 have
argued that an important goal of postural control is to
provide stability to both sensory and motor systems,
which optimizes the influx of sensory information while
moving. For example, studies have shown that the stabilization of head motion is a fundamental feature of
10comotion~~
and upright stance.lg The ability to maintain an invariant head position relies on the constraining
influence of the degrees of freedom available in the
skeletal system.
In maintaining upright stance, an organism interacts
physically with a surface and is subject to a gravitational
force. This interaction (usually occurring on the soles of
the feet) can be seen as a pivotal point around which the
sum of three-dimensional inertial force vectors acting as
torques of segments around joints is minimizedZ0 such
that the gravitational force vector is within a functional
base of support. This interpretation can be extended to
movements such as locomotion, where although the sum
of the gravitational forces is often outside the base of
support, it is a deliberate functional behavior and the
creation of these forces is used to aid movement
progression.Z1
The ability to modulate posture and voluntary movement serves to enhance the acquisition of environmental
information, not only from visual mechanisms but also
from somatosensory and vestibular mechanisms. Investigation of each of these systems separately is possible;
however, in our view, it is the nature of the integration of
these systems that holds the key to a better understanding of how the postural system works.
How these three systems integrate across the life span is
not well understood. Certain traits, however, are evident.
Howard,22 for example, proposed that the somatosensory and visual systems are primarily sensitive to lowfrequency stimulation. WarrenZ3 has suggested that
these systems are associated with postural sway (under
0.5 Hz) and gait (under 1.0 Hz). The visual system
affords far more sensitive information than the vestibu-
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representation of the lines of flow of the optical flow
field generated by pure transitional movement through the environment.
As the flow lines approach the locomoting subiect, the optical array
close to point "0"flows outward in a radial fashion, transforming into
lamellar flow as it passes the subject.

lar system,Z4which itself appears to be more sensitive to
high-frequency movement.22 All three systems specify
information that is used for spatial orientation, and
there often seems to be a redundancy in the specification of postural state.4 Nevertheless, the importance of
any one perceptual system cannot be underestimated.
We believe, for example, that elderly drivers who wear
hearing aids appear to be more susceptible to automobile accidents; this may also hold true for the army of cell
phone users.
The importance of joint kinesthesia in postural control
has also been demonstrated in quiet upright stance,
where subjects experienced a loss of upright stability
while they stood on compliant2Qnd sway-referenced
surfaces.2The degradation of perceptual and sensory
systems has been linked to potential postural problems;
accordingly, a large body of research has focused on
identifying predictive variables for postural problem~.Y7.2~
This attempt to identify predictive variables has
been only moderately successful, with mostly low correlations present between predictor scores and outcome.
This finding may be due to factors such as the functional
heterogeneity (idiosyncracies) of the subjects studied.
The finding stems from compensatory motor strategies,
which rely very little on feedback from immature or
degraded perceptual and sensory systems, and thus
maximize feedback from intact perceptual systems. Such
factors make research on atypical populations a daunting task, however, one that carries a potentially high
reward.
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Theoretical Issues
Vision is the third component of the triad of posture and
locomotion (somatosensory, vestibular, and visual systems) and is an important source of information. The
visual system acts not only via the clarity with which it
"sees" (visual acuity) but also via the information that is
generated by the individual's motion through the en+
ronment. The acquisition of such dynamic information
generates field-of-view information for self-motion, the
critical issue being active motion.2g The traditional
model of the visual system (referred to as the "two-mode
theory of visionW3O)
asserts that spatially distributed information comes to the individual via the ambient mode,
which is responsible for orientation and locomotion,
and the focal mode, which is responsible for object
recognition and identification." Thus, focal vision refers
to a system that seeks to answer the question "What is it?"
and presumably generates a conscious awareness and
registers events predominantly in the central retinass1
Ambient vision answers the question "Where is it?" and
has been termed by Schmidt" as "motor vision."
Although stimulation of the peripheral retina generally
results in the use of the ambient motor vision, and the
focal mode is by and large a consequence of stimulation
of the central visual field (foveal), ambient vision is
available and can stimulate both the central and peripheral retinal 10cations.~~
A large body of literature exists
on age-related changes within the visual system.32
Decreased visual acuity, restrictions of the visual field,
increased susceptibility to glare, and poorer depth perception as a function of age have all been ~tudied.:~'

The visual system of elderly persons has a decreased
sensitivity to low spatial frequencies, and elderly individuals therefore require more contrast to detect spatial
differences.33 This diminished sensitivity to low spatial
frequencies may be partly responsible for some problems of decreased postural stability, because locomotion
and postural stability are thought to depend in part on
low-frequency visual information, mediated by inputs
from the peripheral visual system.
The peripheral field of view is known to decrease as a
function of age, and the importance of peripheral vision
in postural control has been demonstrated in numerous
The traditional two-mode theory3O asserts
that postural sway, as a specific case of self-motion, is
controlled primarily by the ambient visual system. The
assumption is that the retinal periphery fails to detect
radially structured information from the optical flow
that relates to postural control and is sensitive only to
lamellar flow. The types of flow are illustrated in Figure 1. This assumption implies that it is not only the
retinal region that determines postural stability, but also
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the nature and structure of the light
itself that is perceived by the periphery
of the retina.'"

L i room motion

Rollen attached
to ceiling

C-,

The late psychologist James Gibson3
proposed a different perspective from
the traditional two-mode theory of
vision. Gibson's~cological theory
Opm back
wall
anchors visual perception to the optic
array and emphasizes the importance
of optical information retrieved from
various sectors of the optic array. The
ambient optic array is essentially a pattern of diEerential reflectances that
converge at every point in the visual
Fora Platfbnn
field. For Gibson, perceiving is a "value
rich ecological o b j e ~ t " ~ ( p lthat
~ ~ ~ Figure 2.
The moving room with the near side wall removed. The room is attached to rollers mounted on
involves the whole
in the
the ceiling, enabling the room to oscillate around a stationary subject.
sition of information, not just simply
the head. Thus, Gibson's theory of ecological optics involves the use of optical
Subjects assume a quiet upright stance within the room
variables to specify different types of self-motion. Advoas it is translated or oscillated toward or away from them.
cates of the traditional twemode
appear to have
This room movement artificially generates an optical
neglected the value of different w e s and magnitudes of
flow field pattern that is similar to the pattern experiinformation available from the optic array, and instead
enced when translating through the environment pig.
have empl-lasized that the differential stimulation of
1). smaller translations of the moving room can also
different rl:gions of the retinal area can be used to
produce optical flow field patterns that are often expeexplain the perception of self-motion.
rienced in upright bipedal stance. Lee and Lishman,'4 in
their early work, demonstrated that these translations
As we locomote in the world, an optical flow field is
induce compensatory sway.
generated rhat contains a variable geometric structure
(Fig. l).Viggure 1 illustrates how an optical flow field
A newer feature ofsome moving rooms is their abilityto
radiates Outward from a point in the Optic
that is
translate the front and side walls independently, generspatially coincident with the direction of ~ n o t i o n ~ ~ ( pating
~ ~ )special optical flow fields. For example, movement
and is projected
the center Of the retina. At the
of only the front wall of the moving room will generate
peripheral edges Of the field Of view, the Optical flow
only a radial optical flow field, whereas movement of the
field is nea.rly parallel to the line of motion. This flow
side wall will generatr. only a lamellar field. using this
structure at the peripher?. has been termed "lamellar
feature of the moving room, we can examine the influfl0w,":~5as opposed to radial flow. Thus, optical informaence of certain optical flow field patterns on postural
tion for the control of posture is a function not only of
stare.
and ~
i
~for example,
h
~ suggested
~
~ that
,
~
retinal location but also of the geometric structure of the
compensatory sway corresponding to whole-room movelight rays that form the optical flow field.-15This ecologment
controlled primarily via the ambient mok
(ie,
ical interpretation of visual perception challenges the
the periphev).
traditional two-mode theory of vision.

.

A

~
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In examining the nature of the information that is useful
Proponents of the ecological p e r ~ p e c t i v e ' ~ .have
~ ~ , ~ ~ for the control of stance or upright posture, StoffregenS5
demonstrated that the visual system is sensitive to various
has demonstrated hatthe retinal periphery itself shows
kinds of optical information. The important point worth
no particular facility for detecting posturally
noting here is that postural
and the perception
information if the information is radially structured.
of self-motion are concerned not only with the sensitivity
the ~
periphery
~
~flow striking
~
l of the lretina, how~
both at the center and at the periphery, but
Of the
ever, provides
relevant information-the senalso with the structure of the light in the optical flow
sitivity of the periphery to lamellar flow." "Thus, the
field, which may be either radial or lamellar. A subject's
trvo-mode theor?. of visual perception, which relies prisensitivity to optical information specifying postural state
marily on the location on the retina where the visual
can be evaluated
in a
using a moving room
information is detected, is an insufficient explanation
(Fig. 2).
for visual control of motion.
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Two experiments described by W01pert~~
tested the
hypothesis that the type of information available in the
two sectors of the optic ray is differentially informative as
to the type of task the observer is required to perform.
Wolpert's experiments on detection of descent demonstrated that the central region of the retina (the fovea) is
more sensitive to self-motion than is the periphery of the
retina. This finding contrasts with the traditional twomode theory, which claims that the central region of the
retina should be less sensitive to self-motion than the
periphery.
A second experiment required subjects to detect accele r a t i ~ nAgain,
. ~ ~ a central visual field detecting lamellar
flow structure was more informative than the regularly
expanding structure for detecting increasing speed of
self-motion. The findings in these two experiments question the assumptions of the two-mode theory, because
they suggest that peripheral vision is less sensitive than
central vision, based on the structure of the optical flow.
Of the three systems that influence the control of
posture-somatosensory, vestibular, and visual-it is the
visual system that seems to be least well understood.
The role of the visual system in maintaining posture and
balance has been constrained by the traditional twomode theory of vision, and this is certainly an area in
need of further research. Kugler and T ~ r v e yhave
~~
suggested that postural equilibrium is maintained and
influenced by both force flow fields and non-force flow
fields (optical flow) acting on an organism." Research
using a gravity-based system, such as a hydraulic platform,39 is more widely published than investigations
utilizing a non-force flow field, such as that generated by
the visual system in a locomoting animal or human or
such as when the environment moves around a stationary organism.

Spatial Orientation
The importance of spatial orientation for the pickup of
information is exemplified in an article by Marendaz
et al.40They showed that subjects in upright, supine, and
sitting immobilized postures take different amounts of
time to search a visual array and locate targets. This
finding suggests that nonvisual information (somatosensory and vestibular) contributes to spatial orientation,
which directly affects the acquisition of information.
A knowledge of one's spatial orientation has often been
directly associated with a vertical gravitational force
vector.41 Howard4' has suggested that the gravitational
vector is used as a reference for movement. Recently,
this view has been challenged by Riccio and Stoffregen,43,44
who contend that the gravitational force vector
is relevant only for the maintenance of balance. For
example, gravity acts to accelerate the body downward,
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which in upright bipedal stance causes loading on joints
and stimulation of receptors on the soles of the feet. This
loading carries information for balance because deviations of body segments away from being parallel to the
gravitational vector result in an increase in torques
around some joints.16 Lee and A r ~ n s o n
suggested
~~
that
information carried in the form of an optical flow field
contains not only information about the environment
but also information concerning the body's orientation
within that environment. These authors have termed
this information "visual exproprioception" and have
suggested that it can be used for the maintenance of
postural control.
Any comprehensive theory of vision must address how
coordination of the eyes with the head and the trunk
occurs. Researchss46shows that far more information is
gained when subjects move than when subjects do not
move. Larish and Anderson46 compared subjects who
actively locomoted within an environment with subjects
who passively viewed a three-dimensional video display.
After a period of time, both displays were blacked out
and, after a variable period of time, subjects were asked
to describe the orientation. Subjects who actively moved
around their environment were more accurate in predicting orientation. These data suggest that active movement not only allows for increases in perception but also
permits subjects to extrapolate future events. There also
seems to be a link between perception when a subject is
active and incidence of motion sickness. Reason and
Brand47reported that passive observers (airline passengers) are more likely to experience motion sickness and
disorientation than pilots flying the plane.
Classical theories of motion sickness are built on the
premise that it is caused by conflicts in the information
picked up by the different sensory systems.48In particular, sensory conflict theory proposes that information
from the retinal periphery in provocative situations
disagrees with information from other perceptual systems, and thus does not allow individuals to make
inferences about their world. Recently, Riccio and Stoffregen4Qhallenged this notion, proposing that the
perceptual systems display adaptations to the environment and that changes in environmental dynamics result
in necessary changes in posture. In their view, motion
sickness is the result of prolonged postural instability. It
would seem that the degree of disruption is a function of
the degree of similarity between the ranges of imposed
and natural motion. Riccio and S t ~ f f r e g e nargue
~ ~ that
an intact vestibular system may be a prerequisite for
motion sickness. This implies that the greatest disturbances in postural control occur when optical information is in the range of postural control frequencies.
Thus, while investigating motion sickness, Riccio and
St~ffregen
make
~ ~ a potentially important connection to
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postural control. In the case of active perception, controllers (eg, pilots) are able to anticipate environmental
changes that minimize postural instability and reduce
considerably any nauseating effects.
The environment is richly endowed with information
that can be used not only to derive spatial orientation
but also to form a reference for coordination of movem e n t ~ .For
~ ~example,
, ~ ~ successful batters must time the
initiation of their swings with the oncoming ball within a
small temporal window. Lee et a151 demonstrated that
some patients with left hemiplegia (with no comprehensional or perceptual difficulties), who displayed slow and
jerky arm coordination movements, were able to coordinate their movements when provided with an external
stimulus, such as hitting or catching a ball that was rolled
toward them. This information is derived mainly in the
form ofvisual information, which more often than not is
used to anticipate contact with an o b j e ~ t . ~ ~ , ~ ~

Recent Research and Its Implications for
Practice
Traditional theories of cognition view perception in the
context of a computer-like information processing system that is much in step with the formal accounts of the
"seeing" eye. The computer analogy fits well when
describing visual perception in terms of the physics of
the eye antl its neurological connections. This theoretical approach has merit and a rich history of research, but
it has provided no insights into what we refer to as
"dynamic visual p e r ~ e p t i o n . "Dynamic
~~
visual perception considers notjust the seeing eye and the associated
physics antl neurology, but rather a visual system that
coordinates the anatomical location of the eyes in the
head, the head on the shoulders, and an articulated
muscle-joint system that has evolved as a special-purpose
design for bipedal locomotion. Such an anatomical
system requires control of posture across a range of
continuous activities that include stopping, starting,
locomoting, and changing direction. The ambient optic
array is one in which the sight lines move up and down
in a sinusoidal or quasi-sinusoidal fashion as the joint
system both flexes and dampens to the motion induced
by movement, proximal from the point of the seeing eye,
to a distal point at the articulators of the ankle-footjoint
system. Noae of these "sight lines" in real-world activities
are fixed horizontal points connecting one point of
spatial orientation to another. This view has been
described by Owen and Lee,52 and research on problems
of posture in the context of natural biological motion
requires a different kind of investigative approach (more
descriptive than experimental) that seeks a better understanding of the links between the organism and the
environment through
- which it moves. To describe this
linkage, Gibson2 coined the term "perception-action
cycle."

When considering perception and action, and the linkages between them, the focus is on a visual system that
both perceives and calibrates the movement articulators
(the limbs) in response to the totality of the environment in which the organism finds itself. Thus, locomoting through a terrain that continuously changes in both
texture and gradient requires continuous calibration of
the movement system, based on information received as
the individual locomotes. Most people perform these
activities with remarkable ease, suggesting that our perceptual systems (ie, the totality of the perceptual landscape) both detect and adjust to the * environment
directly as they are perceived. Thus, information about
changes in surface texture and sound of the air are
continuously and directly monitored to maintain stability, safety, and the realization of the specific goal.
In the more immediate context of vision and postural
stability, it is the sensitivity of the individual's visualperceptual system that detects the real-time changes in
the dynamical properties of the ongoing event. Thus,
when we pose questions about posture and balance that
we plan to investigate in the laboratory, we ask how
and in what ways is the organism sensitive to visualperceptual information that mediates and influences
postural stability. Using the moving room (Fig. 2) pioneered by Lee and c o - ~ o r k e r sand
~ ~ ,a~force
~
platform
acting as a stabliograph, we have tested different groups
of subjects in different experimental conditions of optical flow and recorded their responses to these flow fields.
The methods we used required subjects to adopt a
standardized upright posture standing on a force platform. From this position, either a rotating disk at eye
or a moving room54 in which the front (radial
flow) and side walls (lamellar flow) could move independently or together (global flow) generated an optical
flow field that specified motion to the subject. These
methods have been described in more detail by Wade53
and Wade et a1.54
Our research suggests that using a moving room protocol and recording changes in center of pressure (COP)
as a function of optical flow detects differences between
persons without impairments and individuals who have
been diagnosed as functionally mentally h a n d i ~ a p p e d ~ ~
and that persons aged 65 years and older are more
sensitive to optical flow presented globally compared
with persons in their third, fourth, and fifth decades of
life." More recently, we have turned our attention to
individuals diagnosed with multiple sclerosis at different
stages of functioning, as classified by the Tinetti index.55
Although this work is ~ r e l i m i n a r your
, ~ ~long-range goal
is to determine how changes in sensitivity of the percep
tual apparatus might play a role in calibrating the motor
system to changes in environmental (perceptual) infor-
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mation. We also hope to map more clearly the specifics
of the optical flow field and the sensitivity of the retina to
the flow field itself.
For some groups of subjects, sensitivity to the overall
perception-action cycle may be present outside the normal range of frequencies. Maintaining upright posture
in an essentially stationary mode is normally recorded
between 0 and 2 Hz," whereas individuals with cognitive
or genetic abnormalities may exhibit different frequency
oscillations. Yoneda and to rum as^,^^ using spectral
analysis techniques, found differences in the power
spectrum of the COP of individuals without impairments
and patients with MGnikre's disease, benign paroxysmal
positional vertigo, and vestibular neuritis in upright
quiet stance with eyes open or closed. Current work in
our laboratory is focusing on a study of optical flow fields
that not only specify motion in the anteroposterior plane
but that also can be used to determine sensitivity to the
coupling effects on subjects as a moving room oscillates
at a particular frequency. Again, the subject stands on a
force platform, and we record how tightly the individual
can couple his or her postural motion to the oscillatory
motion of the room, as recorded by motion of the COP.
Our long-range goal is to determine whether there exists
a signature represented by the mechanical state of the
postural system measured stabliographically. A signature
would be represented or characterized by a somewhat
unique set of postural measures, which would differentiate an individual's postural profile as a function of a
particular pathology or disease. Such measures (dependent variables) might be direction and range of the
movement of the COP or the frequency range of an
individual's postural sway while standing upright or
responding to an optical flow field perturbation. Frequency, direction, and magnitude of such responses may
assist in defining a profile of an individual's postural
status as it relates to functional preference. These postural data may provide new insights into the treatment
that might be devised for individuals in need of rehabilitation for a cognitive disability or recovering from
physical or neurological trauma.
Our work assesses the role of optical flow as a mediator
of postural stability in these different groups of subjects
with different functional problems. If we can devise a
specific clinical profile (postural signature), measured
via a response to an optical flow field, there is potential
for such a protocol to be used clinically to detect
problems of posture and locomotion. This protocol may
apply not only to individuals with motor deficits? as a
function of birth or genetic pathology, but also those
seeking recovery from a stroke or similar neuromuscular
deficit that requires rehabilitation. When we suggest the
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clinical implications of research investigating posture
from an ecological perspective, the underlying assumptions are fundamentally different from the responses of
subjects perturbed using a gravity-based system.3gWhat
we have discussed focuses on the subjects' response to a
non-force flow field. Although the responses for both
force and non-force flow fields can be recorded as either
biomechanical or electrophysiological deviations, the
origin of the perturbations are very different. Movement
of the COP is sensitive to non-force manipulations such
as optical flow and requires a different kind of analysis
than do the more usual recordings of ground reaction forces and muscle activity when a hydraulic platform perturbs the subject. We are suggesting here that
the way subjects respond to the perturbation due to a
nongravitational force field should be "food for
thought" for clinical practice.
The role of vision in both calibrating and maintaining
posture and balance provides support for the dynamical
systems theory. This approach views the coordination
and control of human locomotion and voluntary motor
activity more in terms of an organism's ability to selforganize as a function of task and environment, rather
than being controlled by internal mechanisms such as
motor programs. This idea, although relatively new to
the field of physical therap~,"5~is finding increasing
theoretical and research support by investigators who
are seeking a more complete description of how the
system utilizes the many degrees of freedom available in
the musculoskeletal system and constrains and organizes
these degrees of freedom in such a way as to produce
functional and skillful motor activity. This is true for
movement across a wide spectrum of activities, from
natural locomotion to the fine motor skills and manipulations of expert surgeons and skilled performers.
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